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^-GROUPS AND NEAR-RING MODULES 

BY 

GORDON MASON 

ABSTRACT. W-groups are treated in the more general context 
of near-ring modules. It is shown that they share properties of d.g. 
modules with respect to central series. In particular, results of 
Magomaev are obtained and used to show that the group-theoretic 
and module-theoretic central series coincide for JF-groups. 

1. Introduction. For basic definitions and results on near-rings and their 
modules see [1]. In this paper all near-rings i? (and their modules) will be unitary 
and will satisfy the axiom x • 0=0 for all x e R. 

A ring W is called a binomial ring if it is an integral domain containing Z for 
which r eW implies 

= — —— e W for all n e Z . 
W " n! 

A PF-group is then a locally nilpotent group G which is a W near-ring module 
subject to the following axioms: 

Wx r(m+x—m) = m + rx—m for all r e R, m, x e G 

W2 rx^rxzl + rxn = 2 I .)*<(*) where r e W, 
c is the class of the nilpotent group generated by xl9... , xn, and the tt are the 
Petresco words defined by the recurrence relations 

% \i p ^ = fexi+fex2+- * '+kxn fe = 1, 2 , . . . 

Examples and elementary properties of PF-groups are found in [2]. It is the pur
pose of this paper to derive properties of the upper central series of PF-groups which 
agree with those in [3] by viewing them as near-ring modules; and further to show 
that the group-theoretic and module-theoretic central series coincide. This was 
shown for the d.g. case in [4] and in this connection we note that, as in the d.g. case, 
normal JF-subgroups of a J^-group are Pf-submodules [2], 

2. Upper Central Series. We begin by considering near-ring modules RM 
which have the property 

Wx r(m+x — m) = m + rx — m for all r e R, m, xeM. 
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These will be called jR-powered modules. Note that every inner automorphism of 
(M, +) is then an i?-module automorphism. Let {Zz} be the upper central series of 
(M, +) and write Z^=ZZ . 

LEMMA 1. If BM is R-powered, the centralizer CZ(A) of any subset A of M is an 
R-subgroup. 

Proof. CZ(A) is certainly a subgroup and if x=a+x-~a for any aeA then 
rx=r(a+x—a)=a+rx—a by Wx so rx e CZ(A). 

In [4] an upper central series of i^-submodules of M was defined inductively by: 
Z°R=(0) and for i>\ ZR={x | r(x+sy)—rx—rsy eZR

x for all y e M9 r,s e i?}. 
Equivalently Z^/Z^"1=Z^(M/Z^'1). Now define a central series of J£-subgroups of 
an i?-powered module M inductively as follows: Put Z1=Z1

z. Since the Zl
R

x are 
J?-submodules, each factor M/Zl

R is an it-module which is i?-powered since M is. 
Thus its group-theoretic center is a normal J£-subgroup by lemma 1 and so by the 
isomorphism theorems [1] has the form ZijZ'l£1 for some normal i?-subgroup Zl of 
M. This defines Zl for i>2. Thus we have Z%

Bi
<^Zi^Z%

z and in the d.g. case equality 
holds [4]. Similarly for JF-groups we have 

THEOREM 1. If G is a W-group, Zl
w=Zz. 

Proof. Since Z^^Z^, we suppose m eZx
z, and show r(b+sm)=rsm+rb. Now 

rb+rsm=r(b+sm)+Hl I. I tt where c is the nilpotency class of (b, sm). By lemma 1 

sm e Z ^ so c= l and rb+rsm=rsm+rb=r(b+sm). 
Inductively suppose Z^—Z^1. Then 

ZV/Z^1 = ZwiGjZ^1) = Z\(G\Z1^) 

by the first part of the proof 

^z^G/z^^zyz^^zyzp 
Hence Zl

w=Zz. 

COROLLARY ([3]). If G is a W-group, the terms and factors of the group-theoretic 
upper central series are W-groups. 

3. Lower Central Series. In [4] the commutator of two i^-subgroups A, B of 
BM was defined by [A, B]R=the .R-subgroup generated by {r(a+b)—ra— 
rb | r G R, a e A, b e B}. It was shown that in the d.g. case [A, B]R= [A, B]z and 
the following result was used: 

PROPOSITION 1. ([4]) If A, B are normal subgroups of the (multiplicative) group G 
then for all ae A, b e B, neZ+ 

( n *«««) ( n &<)"*(n ««]p e u, s^. 
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This result depended on the obvious fact that 

x e [A, B]z => gxg'1 e [A, B]z for all geG. (*) 

PROPOSITION 2. If A, B are normal subgroups of G then for all a e A, b e B, 

nez+ (nr «A)(iir a^o i r ^~x e w, s\z. 
Proof. For n=\ abb^cr^e e [A, B]. For n>2, 

by Proposition 1 and (*). 

THEOREM 2. If A, B are normal subgroups of the W-group G and [A, B]z is a 
W-subgroup, then [A, B]z= [A, B]w. 

Proof. Since [A, B]z^ [A, B]w, it remains to show each generator of [A, B]w 

is in [A, B]z. Now rb+ra=r(b+a)+^l I . 1 tt where c is the nilpotency class of the 

subgroup generated by a and b. Therefore 

r(a + b)—ra — rb = r(a + b)—(rb + ra) = r(a + b) — r(b + •H?GH 
Since [A, B]z is a PF-submodule of G, 

r(m—a — b+a + b) — rm e [A, B]z for all a e A, b e B, m e G, r e W. 

Taking m = b + a, r(a + b)~ rib+a) e [A, B]z (f) 

Since n(—b—a)+na+nb e [A, B]z for all n e Z + by (the additive form of) Propos
ition 2 therefore t2=2(-b-a)+2a+2b e [A, B]z. Inductively, if tte[A,B]z 

for all i<n then I . J tt e [A, B]z (since [A, B]z is assumed to be a W-subgroup) so 

x = Hr\ue[A9B]z. 

Finally r(a+b)—ra—rb=r(a+b)—r(b+a)+r(h+a)—x—r(b +a) is in [A, B]z 

by (*) and (f) and the proof is complete. 
Let {Gl

R}9 {Gz} denote the lower central series of J?-submodules ([4]) and 
subgroups respectively. Magomaev has shown [3] that if G is nilpotent, every Gl

z 

is a JT-subgroup of G. Using this we have 

THEOREM 3. If G is a nilpotent W-group, Gl
w=Gl

zfor all i. 
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Proof. Since GZ=[G, G]z is an J?-submodule, G ^ = G ^ by Theorem 2. In

ductively if Gi
z
1=Gi^1 then 

by Theorem 2 

= GV-

REMARK. AS with the upper central series, one can define a series {G1} inter

mediate to {Gz} and {Gl
R} by putting Gl= [G, G1^ ]z. Theorem 3 shows that in a 

nilpotent W-group the three series coincide. 
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